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BA S I C S

[ D-COMMAND SECTIONAL OVERVIEW ]

Focus Channel

Although D-Command does not feature a dedicated
Focus Channel like D-Control, it is possible to allocate
the last fader of the main unit as a Focus Channel by
pressing FCStrp from the console preferences. The
Focus channel can be re-targeted to control at any
session track independent of the standard fader banks.

INDEX

BA S I C S

[ D-COMMAND SECTIONAL OVERVIEW ]

Dynamics Control
The Dynamics section provides an array of
dedicated touch-sensitive encoders for threshold,
attack, release, etc. These controls function the
same whether using a Digidesign or 3rd party
dynamics plug-in. Dedicated metering for input,
output and gain reduction also compliment this
panel.

INDEX

BA S I C S

[ D-COMMAND SECTIONAL OVERVIEW ]

EQ Control
The EQ section provides an array of dedicated touchsensitive encoders for control of up to 7 bands (5
bands plus filters). These controls function the same
whether using a Digidesign or 3rd party EQ plug-in.
Dedicated input/output metering, automation and
multichannel functions compliment this panel.

INDEX

BA S I C S

[ D-COMMAND SECTIONAL OVERVIEW ]

Monitor Control

The Monitor Control section provides access to source
inputs, monitor outputs, talkback, listenback and cues
- all of which are routed through the external X-Mon
monitor interface. Monitor speakers can be soloed,
muted, trimmed or calibrated to display dB SPL.

INDEX

BA S I C S

[ D-COMMAND SECTIONAL OVERVIEW ]

Soft Keys
The Soft Keys section provides a vast array of editing
and operational functions in a small, centrally located
panel on the desk. Functions are grouped by type
including Track, Windows, MIDI, Import, & Custom
Fader views. In addition to these functions recently
accessed sessions can easily opened and memory
locations can be recalled.

INDEX

BA S I C S

[ D-COMMAND SECTIONAL OVERVIEW ]

Transport Section

The Transport section provides dedicated control of Pro
Tools transport, playback and record modes. This
section also provides comprehensive machine control
functions, master track arming and scrub/shuttle
commands.

INDEX

[ CHANNELSTRIP VIEWS ]

BA S I C S

Inserts: Inserts A-J displayed on the channel strip encoders
Pan: Pan playlists including multichannel: LFE, Center%, Divergence
Byp•Spil: Bypass all Inserts or Sends. Spill out VCA Slaves.
Sends: Sends a-j displayed on the channel strip
Mic Pre: Mic preamp parameters: Gain, Phantom, Pad, Input, etc.
(Press Inserts & Sends buttons simultaneously)
I/O View: Input and Output assignments displayed on the encoders
(Hold down Sends button for a few seconds)

INDEX

[ FOCUSING OVERVIEW ]

BA S I C S

Focusing a channel on the desk populates the following sections of the main unit:
DYNAMICS

EQ

FOCUS CHANNEL
INDEX

BA S I C S

[ FOCUSING METHODS ]

Toggle the Mode button to Focus mode and press the Select
button on the channel you would like to target.
Press the Go To button just below the track size functions and
type in a channel number to focus it.
Press a channel Select button while holding shift control
(shift windows).

+

mac
shift

shift

win

For a VCA Master simply press the Sel button
on the channel encoder representing the track
you would like to focus.

control

windows

Press a channel Solo button with the SoloFc
console preference enabled.

INDEX

BA S I C S

[ BUILDING TRACKS ]

Use the Soft Keys Track button to access Track based functions.
Press New Track to add tracks to your session.

mac
command

control

win

+

To navigate the New Tracks dialogue use the Zoom Navigate
arrows while holding the command (control) key. Up and Down
will toggle the track type (Aux, Audio, etc) while Left and Right will
determine the Track Width (Mono, Stereo, 5.1, etc.)

To rename channels simply double press the channel’s Select button to bring
up a naming dialogue. To bring up the next channel’s naming dialogue hit
command (control) + Next from the Zoom Navigate control. (Ensure that the
Select/Focus toggle on the channelstrip master is currently set to Select.)
bass

loop
INDEX

[ ASSIGNING INPUTS & OUTPUTS ]

BA S I C S

To assign channel inputs press the Inputs button from the
assign section on the Channel Strip Master.
To assign channel outputs press the Outputs button from
the assign section on the Channel Strip Master.
To navigate through the assignment menu of interfaces and
busses press the Sel button on the encoder strip to agree to a
menu item and jump down the menu tree.
To back out of a menu or get back to a previous menu
use the B•M•P button to jump up the menu tree.
To assign multiple channels to one input or output select the channels and
press Do to Sel from the globals section. Now make the assignment on one
channel and it will follow on all selected channels.
mac
control

win

windows

+

Hold control (windows) while making an output
assignment to add a path (mult) to multiple destinations.
INDEX
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[ I/O VIEW & BUS INTERROGATION ]

Press and hold the Sends button on a channel’s view functions to enter I/O View.
While in I/O View double tap (hold for momentary) an encoder to perform latching bus interrogation. For
example, tapping the drums input on the sDrums Aux will identify all channels feeding that bus by flashing
the appropriate channel selects (all the drum channels). Tapping the crush input on sCrush will identify all
of the drum channels that are feeding the crush bus. The channel’s Sends view button will also flash to
indicate that a send rather than a channel output is feeding the chosen bus.
The Bank/Nudge buttons will light to indicate the location of channels which may be off bank.
To identify channels with matching paths hold SHIFT while double tapping an encoder.

ISA-1

ISA-2

ISA-3

ISA-4

ISA-5

PRE-1

PRE-2

PRE-3

PRE-4

PRE-5

PRE-7
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drums

drums

drums

drums

drums

drums

drums

drums

drums

bass

Kick

SnareT

SnareB

OH-L

OH-R

Tom1

Tom2

Tom3

HHat

Room

BassDI

PRE-8

No Inp
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crush

bass

keys

STEREO
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sbmstr

BassCb

B3
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sDrums
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[ ASSIGN MATRIX: INPUTS & OUTPUTS]

Press and hold the Sends button on a channel’s view
functions to enter I/O View. Press the Sel button under the
Input or Output encoder.
BassDI

Lock +

The Matrix shows we are assigning the output of channel
BassDI to a Bus called bass. Pressing the Sel button under
Bus brings up pages of bus paths to choose from.
OUTPUT

BassDI

fxverb

smverb

ambinc

dx

sbmstr

fx

Lock +

--

Intrfc

Exit

Use the encoder above Back to scroll through pages and the
Sel button below to jump to the previous menu page. Use the
Sel button under Lock + for making multiple assignments on
the same channel sequentially.
The BMP button under Lock + will add to or mult the
existing path instead of replacing it.

OUTPUT

perc

strings

loops

foley

sfx

Back

Press control (windows) + BMP to rename any bus or
interface path while in any view mode.
INDEX
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[ SELECTING CHANNELS ]

+

mac
shift

shift

win

To select a contiguous range of channels press the Select button on
the first channel then press shift (shift) while pressing the last
channel’s Select button.
To select discontiguous channels press and hold the first channel’s Select while
pressing any other channel’s Select buttons. (This behavior is affected by the
Select preference under the Console Operations.)
INDEX

[ NAMING CHANNELS ]

BA S I C S

To rename a channel’s scribble strip simply double press
it’s Select button. A naming dialogue will pop up where you
can enter the new name from the QWERTY keyboard.

To change the information that is displayed on the channel scribble
strips simply press the Disp Mode button to toggle between full
track names, absolute track numbers, group letters, channel values
and headroom.
INDEX

NAVIGATION

[ BANKING & NUDGING ]

To scroll back and forth through the channel faders hold down one
of the Nudge 1 buttons while moving the Jog Wheel forward or
backward.

+

To advance through large numbers of faders use the Bank buttons to
advance based on the total number of faders in your desk. Ex. A 24
fader configuration would bank in chunks of 24.

+

mac
command

win

+

control

mac
command

win

Use option (alt) + Nudge or Bank to go “home” so that
fader 1 is fully justified left.

control

Use command (control) + Nudge 1 to advance the currently
focused fader by one fader at a time. This is helpful if your
currently focused channel is downstream from your bank.
INDEX

NAVIGATION

[ USING THE JOG WHEEL ]
mac
command

win

control

mac
option

+

Command (control) while moving the Jog Wheel
will zoom dynamically.

+

Option (alt) while moving the Jog Wheel will scroll
horizontally.

+

Shift (shift) while moving the Jog Wheel will scroll
vertically.

+

Command option (control alt) while moving the Jog Wheel will
zoom waveform heights dynamically.

+

Control (windows) while moving the Jog Wheel will
enable temporary scrub mode.

+

Mark In + Mark Out while moving the Jog Wheel will
move the playhead/insertion. Use option (alt) + Mark In
or Mark out to clear a selection.

alt

win
mac
shift

shift

win

mac
option

win

control

alt

mac
control

win

command

windows

INDEX

[ NAVIGATION ALTERNATIVES ]

NAVIGATION

Navigate mode enables movement between region boundaries, tracks and
sync points. If the Tab to Transient option is enabled the insertion will jump
between transients in the regions as well. Use control (windows) + Prev or
Next to simultaneously jump to the next region and select it.
Zoom mode enables zooming in and out on the timeline with the Prev and
Next buttons. Use the Up and Down arrows in this mode to zoom waveform
heights. Use option (alt) + Zoom to zoom to a selection or double press Zoom
to zoom out to the view the entire session timeline.
To change the height of a single or multiple tracks simply select
the tracks and press the Up or Down buttons from the Track Size
controls.
Press command option (control alt) + Up or Down to scale all of
the currently shown tracks heights to fit in the Edit Window.
Press command (control) + Up or Down to maximize the track
size on the currently selected track.
INDEX

NAVIGATION

[ TRANSPORT FUNCTIONS ]

Holding the FF button while pressing Rew will
enable latching Fast Forward.
Option (alt) while pressing Back & Play will
enable Forward & Play by a value based on your
preferences.
Command (control) while pressing Pre-Roll or
Post-Roll will allow you to edit these by entering
new numeric values from your keyboard.
Shift (shift) while pressing Play will engage half
speed playback.
mac
shift

shift

win

control

control

option

windows

command

alt

Control (windows) while pressing Record will
cycle through all of the available record modes.
Control (windows) while pressing Play will cycle
through all of the playback modes.
INDEX

NAVIGATION

[ WINDOWING ]
mac
control

windows

win

mac
control

windows

win

mac
control

win

windows

+

Display a specific plug-in window by pressing control (windows)
and pressing Sel on the switch for the encoder showing inserts.

+

Display a specific send window by pressing control (windows)
and pressing Sel on the switch for the encoder showing sends.

+

Display the channel pan window by pressing control (windows)
and pressing Pan on the view functions for desired channel.

+

Any of the dedicated sections including Dynamics, EQ &
Custom Fader controls have dedicated Window buttons. By
holding a Window button down and moving the Jog Wheel
you can move the window on the screen horizontally. Use
the shift (shift) modifier to move vertically on screen.

INDEX

DIGIDESIGN PRE

[ ENGINE CONFIG ]

IN

GRACE M802
SYNC
HD

VIDEO REF (SD/HD)

IN

SE T U P

OUT THRU

OUT THRU

LOOP SYNC

HOST SERIAL

MILLENIA HV-3R
LOOP SYNC

APHEX 1788A

192

EXPANSION

IN

OUT THRU

OUT THRU

PRIMARY

1

LOOP SYNC
192

EXPANSION

IN

2

3

INPUTS

4

1

M-AUDIO

2

3

4

OUTPUTS

PRIMARY

Expansion Chassis

LOOP SYNC
192

EXPANSION

PRIMARY

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

LOOP SYNC
192

EXPANSION

PRIMARY

A

B

LOOP SYNC
192

EXPANSION

PRIMARY

A

LOOP SYNC

B

DIGI SERIAL
FIREWIRE
DIGILINK
INFINIBAND
LOOP SYNC
USB
MIDI

192

EXPANSION

PRIMARY

INDEX

SE T U P

[ SURFACE CONFIG ]
XMON

CONTROL

XMON CONTROL
ETHERNET
DVI (VIDEO)
USB (KEY, MOUSE)

FADER PACK

MAIN UNIT

FADER PACK

PRODUCER’S DESK
INDEX

(+4) ANALOG INPUT

(-10) ANALOG INPUT

SE T U P

192

ANALOG OUTPUT

ANALOG OUTPUT

(Optional 2nd D/A Card)
EXPANSION PORT

-1 CUE INPUT 1 (L)
-2 CUE INPUT 1 (R)
-3 CUE INPUT 2 (L)
-4 CUE INPUT 2 (R)
-5
-6
-7
-8

A

-1 MAIN INPUT 1 (L)
-2
-3 MAIN INPUT 3 (C)
-4
-5 MAIN INPUT 5 (R)
-6 MAIN INPUT 6 (Ls)
-7 MAIN INPUT 7 (Rs)
-8 MAIN INPUT 8 (LFE)

B

C

CUE INPUTS

MAIN INPUTS

SURROUND INPUTS

CUE INPUTS

MAIN INPUTS

SURROUND INPUTS

MAIN OUTPUTS

ALT OUTPUTS

XMON

CUE OUTPUTS

PRIMARY PORT

E

-1 STUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS OUT (L)
-2 STUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS OUT (R)
-3 CUE OUTPUT 1 (L)
-4 CUE OUTPUT 1 (R)
-5 CUE OUTPUT 2 (L)
-6 CUE OUTPUT 2 (R)
-7
-8

F

G

-1 SURROUND INPUT 1 (L)
-2
-3 SURROUND INPUT 3 (C)
-4
-5 SURROUND INPUT 5 (R)
-6 SURROUND INPUT 6 (Ls)
-7 SURROUND INPUT 7 (Rs)
-8 SURROUND INPUT 8 (LFE)

TB/LB/UTIL

H

-1 MAIN OUTPUT 1 (L)
-1 ALT OUTPUT 1 (L)
-2
-2
-3 MAIN OUTPUT 3 (C)
-3 ALT OUTPUT 3 (C)
-4
-4
-5 MAIN OUTPUT 5 (R)
-5 ALT OUTPUT 5 (R)
-6 MAIN OUTPUT 6 (Ls)
-6 ALT OUTPUT 6 (Ls)
-7 MAIN OUTPUT 7 (Rs)
-7 ALT OUTPUT 7 (Rs)
-8 MAIN OUTPUT 8 (LFE)
-8 ALT OUTPUT 8 (LFE)

D
STEREO INPUTS

CONTROL

-1 EXTERNAL TALKBACK MIC
-2 LISTEN MIC 1 INPUT
-3 LISTEN MIC 2 INPUT
-4 AFL/PFL INPUT 1
-5 AFL/PFL INPUT 2
-6 MINI SPEAKER OUTPUT (L)
-7 MINI SPEAKER OUTPUT (R)
-8 TALKBACK/SLATE OUTPUT

-1 STEREO INPUT 1 (L)
-2 STEREO INPUT 1 (R)
-3 STEREO INPUT 2 (L)
-4 STEREO INPUT 2 (R)
-5 STEREO INPUT 3 (L)
-6 STEREO INPUT 3 (R)
-7
-8

A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:
G:
H:

192 interface Sends feed XMON Cues
Primary D/A feeds Main XMON Monitor
Multichannel Deck or Dolby Decoder
External Stereo Source Inputs
Headphone Amps & Studio Monitors
Primary Monitors (up to 5.1)
Secondary Monitors (up to 5.1)
Solo Bus, Mini Speakers, TB & LB inputs

INDEX

SE T U P

9625

Switchcraft

[ PATCHBAY LAYOUTS ]

DB25 to 96 point TT (5.1)

Switchcraft

(5.1)

1-48

192 D/A
1, 3

192 D/A
5, 6

192 D/A
7, 8

USER 5.1
1, 2

USER 5.1
3, 4

USER 5.1
5, 6

USER ST1
L, R

USER ST2
L, R

USER ST3
L, R

MAIN
L, C

MAIN
R, Ls

MAIN
Rs, LFE

MAIN
L, C

MAIN
R, Ls

MAIN
Rs, LFE

SURROUND
L, C

SURROUND
R, Ls

SURROUND
Rs, LFE

STEREO 1
L, R

STEREO 2
L, R

STEREO 3
L, R

MAIN SPKRS
L, C

MAIN SPKRS
R, Ls

MAIN SPKRS
Rs, LFE

MINI
L, R

SLS
L, R

ALT
L, C

ALT
R, Ls

ALT
Rs, LFE

192 D/A2
9, 10

192 D/A2
11, 12

CUE 1
L, R

CUE 2
L, R

C2M
L, R

STC-8
L, R

PL-2
L, R

9625

FULL NORMALLED
HALF NORMALLED
NON NORMALLED

ALT SPKRS
L, C

ALT SPKRS
R, Ls

ALT SPKRS
Rs, LFE

MINI SPKRS
L, R

SLS
L, R

CUE 1
L, R

CUE 2
L, R

CUE AMP 1
L, R

CUE AMP 2
L, R

192 (2) A/D
1, 2

192 (2) A/D
3, 4

192 (2) A/D
5, 6

49-96
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[ SINGLE OPERATOR & SATELLITE LE ]
ETHERNET SWITCH (1000/100T)
FX

2

3

VIDEO
SATELLITE
LE

3

DIALOG
& MUSIC

1

(Admin)

3

M-BOX2 PRO w/ Pro Tools LE 8

1

2

3

Decklink HD Extreme

PCIe

ETHERNET
PCIe
FireWire
USB (Input Devices)

INDEX

SE T U P

[ SINGLE OPERATOR & SATELLITE MC ]
ETHERNET SWITCH (1000/100T)
FX

2

3

3

VIDEO
SATELLITE
MC

DIALOG
& MUSIC

1

(Admin)

ETHERNET
PCIe
USB (Input Devices)

3

1

2

3

MOJO DX / NITRIS DX

INDEX

SE T U P

[ DUAL OPERATOR & SATELLITE LINK ]
ETHERNET SWITCH (1000/100T)
MUSIC

2

FX

3

3

3

DUBBER

DIALOG

1

(Admin)

3

4
1

2

3

2

4
QUICKTIME HD
Decklink HD Extreme

PCIe

ETHERNET
PCIe
USB (Input Devices)

INDEX

[ TRIMMING INPUTS, OUTPUTS & SPEAKER LEVELS ]

M ON I TO R IN G

Press and hold any input, output or speaker button for a few seconds until it
flashes to enable trimming. Use the Main Monitor encoder to trim up or
down the chosen value in .5dB increments from -30dB to +10dB. Press the
switch again to confirm and store the modified trim settings.
INDEX

[ CALIBRATING AND DISPLAYING SPL VALUES ]

M ON I TO R IN G

Add a Signal Generator plug-in to the master fader or main
submaster aux in your session set to Pink Noise @ -18dBFS. (If you
have calibrated your 192 interfaces to -20dBFS set your Signal
Generator output accordingly.)
Solo each of your speakers starting with the L channel first and
adjust the Main Control Room Output until your SPL meter matches
your target reference level (such as 85dB SPL) For best results, the
SPL meter should be set to Slow Response with a C-weighted
scale.

Press and hold the Cal switch until it begins to flash. Now turn the Main Control Room
Output until the display matches your target reference level (for example the display will
read 85 SPL ) Press the Cal switch again to store your current reference level.
Pressing the Cal switch now will toggle between the standard dB view and the
calibrated dB SPL view. The process can be repeated for the Alt and Mini Outputs.
INDEX

M ON I TO R IN G

[ SETTING UP AFL / PFL MODE ]

Create and assign a stereo path to an available analog output
pair in the I/O Setup Window. Now under the AFL/PFL Path
selection at the bottom of the window choose the path that
you created above (i.e “SOLO”).
When a solo is engaged in AFL/PFL mode the XMON interface automatically
switches to monitor the input source from the declared Solo path to the
currently selected monitor output. See XMON Monitoring to identify the AFL/
PFL source inputs into the XMON.

To enable AFL mode simply press the AFL solo mode
button from the Monitor Section control. If neither the
AFL or PFL buttons are lit then it is implied that you are in
SIP mode (Solo in Place).
Press the AFL/PFL button from the STUDIO section of
the Monitor Control to enable control of the solo bus
level from the encoder below.
INDEX

[ SETTING DIM & TALKBACK DIM LEVELS ]

M ON I TO R IN G

To set the Monitor Dim level simply press and Hold the Dim button
until it flashes. Use the Main Monitor encoder to dial in the desired
dim level. Press Dim again to finalize your changes.

To set the Talkback Dim level simply press and Hold the Assign TB
button until it flashes. Use the Cue Output Level encoder to dial in the
desired dim level. Press Assign TB again to finalize your changes.

INDEX

I N S ERT S

[ ASSIGNING PLUG-INS ]

To assign a plug-in press the Inserts button on the channel
view to switch to Inserts view. Press the Sel button on the
encoder you want to add a plug-in to. The menu of
processing options comes up.
To navigate through the assignment menu of inserts
press the Sel button on the encoder strip to agree to a
menu item and jump down the menu tree.

To back out of a menu or get back to a previous menu
use the B•M•P button to jump up the menu tree.

When assigning a plug-in your favorite choices for Dynamics & EQ
show up at the top level of each respective menu. The specific plug-in
favorite is a preference which can be set under Setups/Preferences/
Mixing.
INDEX

I N S ERT S

[ ASSIGN MATRIX: PLUG-INS ]

Strat

INS B

--

RTAS

HW Ins

Lock

Strat

EQ

Exit

INS B

Harmnc

If the preference AsnMtx is set to ON when an insert
encoder Sel button is pressed the Assign Matrix will
be displayed.
The Matrix shows that we are inserting a TDM plugin on INS B of channel Strat. Pressing the Sel button
under Dynmcs brings up pages of dynamics plug-ins
to choose from. Use the encoder above Back to
scroll through pages and the Sel button below to
jump to the previous menu page. Use the Sel button
under Lock for making multiple plug-in assignments
on the same channel sequentially.

PtchSh

NsRdct

Dither

Reverb

SndFld

Delay

Modltn

Lock

Instrm

Effect

Back

Strat

AnlgC1

AnlgC2

AP2500

AdTrck

bmBF76

C1comp

Lock

INS B

C1cmpg

C1cmps

C1gate

C4

CmBCB1

CmBCB2

Back

INDEX

I N S ERT S

[ PLUG-IN VISUAL INDICATORS ]

6-Band Focusrite EQ.

Bypassed 6-Band Focusrite EQ.

ffd26B
Deactivated 6-Band Focusrite EQ.
FFD26B

ffd26B

INDEX

I N S ERT S

[ COPY & PASTE PLUG-IN SETTINGS ]

COPY PLUG-IN SETTINGS:

mac
shift

shift

win

command

control

+

To copy the current settings of a selected plug-in simply press
command shift (control shift) while pressing the Sel button on the
insert whose settings you want to copy.

PASTE PLUG-IN SETTINGS:
mac
shift

shift

win

command

control

+

To paste your copied settings simply press command shift (control
shift) while pressing the B•M•P button on the encoder whose
insert settings you want to overwrite. (The source and destination
inserts must contain the same plug-in with the same channel
width for this operation to work.)

INDEX

I N S ERT S

[ ADVANCING PLUG-IN PRESETS ]

Press the Sel button on any encoder in Inserts view to
display the parameters for the chosen plug-in on the
channelstrip.
HSGain

HMF/Q

mac
command

win

control

+

To advance through the presets for the plug-in
whose parameters are currently displayed on the
encoders simply press command (control) +
PgDn / PgUp.

INDEX

I N S ERT S

[ PLUG-IN MAPPING ]

To create a plug-in map first focus the desired
channel and enter Custom Plug-In mode by
pressing the Plug-In button from the Custom
Fader controls.

HPF Fr

Press control (windows) + Map to enter Learn
mode on the focused plug-in. Ensure that the
LrnTch preference is set to On in the Console
Preferences. For Dynamics or EQ plug-ins
simply touch the source encoder from the
dedicated DYN or EQ panels and then touch
the destination on the channelstrip encoders.
Press Map again to finalize your changes.
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Output

Ext Key
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I N S ERT S

[ FLIPPED INSERT ASSIGNMENT ]

Make sure that the AsnMtx pref is set to Off to perform flipped assignments.
SSLChn

--

7BnEQ3

Press the Flip button for the row of Inserts on the encoders
you would like to swap with the channel faders.

Press the Select button on the channel fader you would like to assign a plug-in to.
The scribble defaults to showing TDM. Press select to accept this format.

SSLChn

7BnEQ3

Use the fader to scroll through plug-in folder groups by type. Press Select
to accept an entry or Mute to jump back up the selection tree and change
the format.
Use the fader to scroll through plug-ins of the chosen type
and Select to accept the entry. Press Flip to return to a
standard channel view.

INDEX

[ ASSIGNING SENDS ]

SE N D S

To assign a send press the Sends button on the channel
view to switch to Sends view. Press the Sel button on the
encoder you want to add a send to. The menu of
assignment options comes up.
To navigate through the assignment menu of interfaces
and busses press the Sel button on the encoder strip to
agree to a menu item and jump down the menu tree.

To back out of a menu or get back to a previous menu
use the B•M•P button to jump up the menu tree.

To assign sends to multiple channels select the channels and press Do to Sel from the
globals section. Now perform the send assignment on one channel and it will follow on
all selected channels.
INDEX

SE N D S

[ ASSIGN MATRIX: SENDS ]

Press the Sends button on a channel’s view
functions to enter Sends View. Press the Sel
button under the encoder for an empty send
location (a-j).
The Matrix shows we are assigning Send A of
channel BassDI to a Bus called bass. Pressing
the Sel button under Bus brings up pages of bus
paths to choose from.

BassDI

fxverb

smverb

ambinc

dx

sbmstr

fx

Lock +

BassDI

SEND A

Lock +

--

Intrfc

Exit

Use the encoder above Back to scroll through pages and the
Sel button below to jump to the previous menu page. Use
the Sel button under Lock + for making multiple
assignments on the same channel sequentially.
The BMP button under Lock + will add to or mult the
existing path instead of replacing it.

SEND A

perc

strings

loops

foley

sfx

Back

Press control (windows) + BMP to rename any
bus or interface path while in any view mode.

INDEX

SE N D S

[ PANNING SENDS ]

To access the Pan controls for a Send simply press the Sel button
just below the channel encoder for that send.
The send level control will be dropped down to the channel
fader and the encoder will now display and control Panning
for the Send.

CUE A

While in Send Pan mode press the encoder B•M•P
button to enable Follow Main Pan where the panning for
the Send is inherited from the channel pan playlist.

To enable Send Pan mode for multiple channels simply Select the desired channels, press
the Do To Sel button from the Global functions and press the Sel button just below one of
the channel’s send encoders.
INDEX

SE N D S

[ FLIPPED SEND ASSIGNMENT ]

Make sure that the AsnMtx pref is set to Off to perform flipped assignments.

CUE A

CUE A

CUE A

Press the Flip button for the row of Sends on the encoders you
would like to swap with the channel faders.

Press the Select button on the channel fader you would like
to assign a send to.
CUE A

CUE A

Use the faders to scroll through the individual channel inputs. Press Select to accept an
entry or Mute to jump back up the selection tree and choose between either busses or
interface inputs.
>CUE A

>CUE A

Press the Flip button again to exit out of flip mode.
INDEX

G RO U P S

[ GROUPING BASICS ]

To create a new group simply select the channels to include, press the Group button
from the Management section and choose Edit, Mix or Both from the Soft Keys
matrix.
To recall a group simply press the Groups button from the Custom Fader
Controls then press the Soft Key for the group you want to access.
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win

command

To suspend a group directly from the groups list press command control
(control windows) while pressing the Soft Key for that group.

To delete a group directly from the groups list press command option
control (control alt windows) while pressing the Soft Key for that group.

control

windows

control

option

command

control

windows

alt

mac

win

INDEX

G RO U P S

[ ASSIGNING VCA MASTERS ]

Use the Soft Keys Track button to access the Track
based functions. Press the New Track soft key to add a
VCA Master to your session. (The VCA will be added
after the currently selected channel.)

To choose the Pro Tools group that the VCA Master will control simply press the
Outputs button from the Assign section on the Channelstrip Master.
Scroll through the list of groups with the encoder and press the
Sel button to confirm your selection.
Press the Outputs button again to complete the VCA
group assignment.

INDEX

G RO U P S

[ ADVANCED GROUPING ]

To recall a group simply press the Groups button from the Custom
Fader Controls then press the Soft Key for the group you want to
access. Make sure the Bank Sel button from the Soft Keys is pressed
so that groups are populated in the soft keys matrix.

To show only the members of a chosen group
simply press control (windows) while pressing the
Soft Key for that group.
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windows

win

mac

win

+

Use control option command (windows alt control) + Soft Key to
delete mix/edit groups.

control

windows

control

option

command

control

windows

alt

mac

win

+

Use control command (windows control) + Soft Key to suspend or
enable selected groups.

command

control

INDEX

G RO U P S

[ GROUP INDEX ]

To display groups on the channelstrip encoders in a matrix style view simply hold down the Groups
button from the Custom Fader Controls until it flashes. From this view groups can be easily recalled
or enabled/disabled. Press the flashing Groups button to exit out of this mode.

h keys

! <All>

i prcs

a drms

j shak

b bass

k pans

c gtrs

l mstr

d brss

m fx

e strn

n subs

f synt

g edrm

Press

to suspend or re-enable
individual groups.

Press

to jump to view the selected group
members in a custom view.

Press option (alt) +

to modify the attributes of a selected group.

Press shift (shift) +

to select all of the members of the chosen group.

Press control (win) +

to show only members of the selected group and hide others.
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[ CUSTOM FADERS OVERVIEW ]

Custom Groups: Your custom collection of channels

VCAMst

Mix/Edit Groups: Easily access, modify and tweak your Pro Tools groups
Track Types: Effortlessly sort through tracks in your session by type
Custom Plug-Ins: Custom LARC like control of plug-ins
Custom Faders are indicated by a blue LED on the channel

Exit out of any Soft Key menus (quick exit =
command (control) + Soft Key) to display
Custom Fader Groups in the Soft Keys panel.
INDEX
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[ CUSTOM FADER GROUPS ]

Custom Faders Groups can contain any
logical grouping of channels within a session.
Some examples include subgroups, effect
returns & cue masters.
Custom Faders and Pro Tools Groups are accessed from the same custom switch. Simply
hold down the Groups button until it begins to flash then press the Bank/Cycle button to
toggle between Custom Groups & Pro Tools Groups. Press Groups again to confirm
selection.
mac
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+

To edit an existing group press command
(control) while pressing the Groups
button.

+

To rename an existing group press
option (alt) while pressing the
Groups button.

Use control option command (windows alt control) + Soft Key to delete custom groups.
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[ CUSTOM FADER GROUPS - MAPS ]

To create a Custom Fader Group Map enter
Custom mode by pressing the Custom button from
the Custom Faders Controls. To enter Custom Map
mode hold the Map button for a few seconds until
it begins to flash.

voxhrm

voxslp

voxvrb
vox

source

voxdly
vox

Now simply touch the encoder on the channelstrip
that represents the parameter you want to drop
down to the channel fader. Anything from send
levels, pan parameters, dynamics thresholds or
remote mic preamp gain settings can be mapped for
example. Press the Map button again to store the
chosen settings.

vox

INDEX

C U S TO M FA D E R S

[ MIX / EDIT GROUPS ]

Custom Faders can be used to manage Pro Tools groups including editing
(adding or removing members), changing group attributes, suspending and
enabling groups, and renaming groups directly from the desk.
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control
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win

alt

+

To edit an existing group press
command (control) while pressing
the Groups button.

+

To rename an existing group press
option (alt) while pressing the
Groups button.
INDEX

[ CUSTOM TRACK TYPES ]

C U S TO M FA D E R S

An efficient way to display specific track types within a Custom Fader
Bank. VCA Masters and Aux Inputs are common examples of track types
that require frequent access.

Custom Track Views can also take advantage of the Map function to drop
parameters from the encoders down to the faders. Simply hold down the
Map button until it flashes and touch the appropriate encoders.
For more information see Custom Fader Maps
INDEX
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[ VCA MASTERS ]

The VCA Master provides an easy way to access large numbers of like elements in a
session and helps facilitate the mixing process of balancing group levels. Any member
of a group can be easily identified and selected to tweak the dynamics, EQ or pan
controls.
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The VCA Master provides a convenient way to Solo, Mute or toggle the
monitor status for all of the group members. To track arm all of the VCA Slaves
simply press option (alt) while pressing the Rec button on the VCA Master.
INDEX
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[ VCA MASTER SPILL ]

SPILL: When viewing VCA Master Tracks on the channelstrips
the Byp•Spil button on the channel view allows you to spill out
all of the members controlled by that VCA.

VCA: VCA Group Masters can solo, mute or record enable all members
within the group it controls. The VCA Master provides an easy way to
access large numbers of like elements in a session and helps facilitate
the mixing process of balancing group levels.
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[ CUSTOM FADERS - PLUG-INS ]

Custom Plug-Ins allows you to allocate a section of the console for comprehensive and
custom control of a plug-in processor. Custom Fader Maps can be created which drops
the most important plug-in parameters for a specific plug-in down to the channel faders.
The Soft Keys will display how many more pages of parameters are available based on
your current view preferences.
Page

2

If the console preference ChanPI is set to On, focus the desired channel and
then press the Plug-In button from the Custom Fader controls to enter
Custom Plug-In mode.
If the ChanPI preference is set to Off - simply press a Sel button on a
channelstrip encoder containing a plug-in to access Custom Plug-In mode.
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[ CUSTOM PLUG-INS ]

WetDry
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WetDry
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Time

AtkShp

Size

Spread

PreDly

Custom Plug-Ins allow you to allocate a section of the desk (size determined
by the CFPlug Preference) to populate the channel encoders with the
parameters of a plug-in.
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[ CUSTOM PLUG-INS - MAPS ]

WetDry
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Time

AtkShp

Size
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PreDly

Size

RevLvl

ER Lvl

Spread

RmType

HiCut

To create a Custom Plug-In Map simply press the Map button after pressing the Plug-in button
from the Custom Fader Controls. First press the Select button for the channel you want to map
a parameter down to then touch the encoder that you want to pair with that fader. The scribble
for the chosen channel will change to display the parameter name. Switched functions can also
be mapped. Press the Select button for the channel and then the B•M•P button for the
switched function. Use the channel Mute to toggle the switched function.
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[ CUSTOM MULTI-MONO PLUG-IN CONTROL ]

Target the channel with the Multi-Mono plug-in you would like to access
by focusing it and press and hold the Plug-In button from the Custom
Fader Controls until it flashes.
The parameter controls for the plug-in will populate the encoders and the fader
scribbles will display all of the following functions:
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PreDly

Link

TargtS

GroupS

BypS

Bypass

Comp

Safe

AutoEn

Link: Master Plug-In Link/Unlink
TargtS: Choose which channel to display/control
GroupS: Channels to group once unlinked
BypS: Bypass individual channels
Bypass: Master plug-in Bypass
Compare: Master plug-in Compare
Safe: Master plug-in automation safe (no writing)
AutoEn: Enable individual plug-in parameters
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[ SOFT KEY BASICS ]

Show

All

Hide

All

Show

Selctd

Hide

Selctd

Show

Inactv

Hide

Inactv

Press one of the topic buttons from the Soft Keys menus such as Show/Hide to display all of
the functions for that menu. Press repeatedly to access all of the pages.
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command

win

Press command (control) + Topic Key to exit without having to cycle all pages.

control

mac
shift

Press Shift (shift) + Topic Key to move backwards through menu pages.

shift

win
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[ SESSION & FILE MANAGEMENT ]

New

Sessn

Open

Sessn

Close

Sessn

Revert

Sessn

Save

As

Save C

opy In

Recent

Sssns:

Stairw

Session Functions: When the Audio/Files button is
pressed under the Management section of Soft
Keys the first page shows a number of useful
session functions like Open Session, Close Session
and Save Copy In.

ay 7

Blue M

oon 23

Remove

Me 2

SonicD

Monkey

Is She

Blue?

Open Recent: When the Audio/Files button is
pressed under the Management section of
Soft Keys a list of previously opened sessions
is populated which can be opened by
pressing the adjacent soft key button.

INDEX

[ BOUNCE TO DISK ]

SO F T K E YS

Use the Track button under the Management section to access
Track based functions. The Bounce Soft Key will access the Bounce
to Disk options dialogue. The remaining time for the bounce
operation will be displayed in the Soft Keys panel while the bounce
is progressing.
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[ USER FUNCTIONS ]

To access the Soft Keys User pages simply press the User
button from the Soft Keys section. These pages allow you to
populate up to 24 slots of your favorite operations from the Soft
Keys matrix for easy access. These functions can include
window views, track creation & import, automation, MIDI, show/
hide tracks, etc.

To add an item to your User pages simply locate to the function
you want to add from the Soft Keys menus and press command
(control) while pressing the soft key switch for that function. Use
command option control (control alt windows) plus the soft key to
remove an item you have previously added.
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win
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SO F T K E YS

[ PLAYLIST MANAGEMENT ]

New

Duplic

ate

Delete

Audio

Delete

MIDI

Prevs

Plylst

Next

Plylst

Press the Playlist button under the Soft Keys Management controls to access all of the
functions for managing Playlists.

To duplicate a Playlist simply press the channel’s
Select button and press Duplicate from the Soft
Keys matrix.
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[ MEMORY LOCATIONS & WINDOW CONFIGS ]

Locati

on 1

Locati

on 2

Locati

on 3

Locati

on 4

Locati

on 5

Press the Soft Key next to an empty locate slot to add a new Memory Location.
Press control (windows) + Mem Loc to modify a Memory Location.
Press option (alt) + Soft Key to delete a Memory Location.
To access Window Configurations press control (windows) + Mem Loc. The Mem Loc
button will flash to indicate Window Configurations rather than Memory Locations are
being displayed. Use the same functions as Memory Locations above to add, modify or
delete a Window Configuration.
INDEX

SO F T K E YS

[ SATELLITE LINK FUNCTIONS ]

MX

DX

FX

Dubber

VidSat

LE

Send S

olos

Press control (windows) + Modes to access the Satellite Link functions when the option
is installed and enabled. The Modes button will Flash to indicate that Satellite functions
rather than Edit Modes are being displayed.
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[ ZEROING TECHNIQUES ]
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+

To reset a pan to center simply press option (alt) while touching
the Encoder. This operation will reset pan to its center (default)
position. If the encoder were a send it would be reset to 0dB.
An EQ Gain parameter would be reset to 0dB (no boost or cut).
To reset or null a fader simply press option (alt) while
touching the channel Fader.

OR

To reset a Dynamics or EQ plug-in to the Factory Default setting
simply press option (alt) while pressing the Compare button from
the DYN or EQ sections.
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[ LABELING TECHNIQUES ]

Label paths that feed physical hardware interfaces in I/O
setup in upper case ex: CUE 1.

CUE 1

Label paths that feed busses in I/O setup in lower
case ex: drums.

drums
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[ NAMING CONVENTIONS ]

VCA’S

Track types such as VCA MASTERS can be labeled with an appended
lower case letter so that the track’s type can be easily identified on the
desk from the channel’s scribble:
DRUMS = vDrums.
The same conventions can be easily applied to submasters or any
other session track types:
DRUMS = sDrums.
vDrums

vBass

vKeys

vGuits

vVox

vBgvox

vSubs

vFX
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[ CONTEXTUAL AUTOMATION DISPLAY ]
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To display Volume automation simply press command control
(control windows) while touching the channel faders you
would like to change the view on.

+

To display Pan automation simply press command control
(control windows) while touching the channel encoders you
would like to change the view on.

+

To display Mute automation simply press command control
(control windows) while touching the channel Mute switches
you would like to change the view on.

windows

mac

control

+

T E C H NI Q U E S
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[ FLIPPED I/O ASSIGNMENT ]

Press the Inputs button from the assign section of the Channelstrip
Master to begin assigning channel inputs.

>11

>12

>13-14

Press the Flip button on the Channelstrip Master across from
the bottom row of encoders showing the currently assigned
input path.

Use the faders to scroll through the individual channel inputs. Press Select to accept an
entry or Mute to jump back up the selection tree and choose between either busses or
interface inputs.
>11

>12

Press the Inputs button from the Assign section on the Channelstrip
Master to exit out of assign mode.
Press the Flip button on the Channelstrip Master across from
the bottom row of encoders to exit flip mode. (Follow the same
process above and substitute Outputs at the assign step for
output assignment.)
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[ VCA EFFECTS GROUPING ]

Assign all of your effect returns to a mix group which is assigned to a VCA Master for
easy access. Spill the VCA Master to tweak your returns or simply focus one effect
with the encoder Sel button and jump into Custom Plug-Ins Mode.
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[ CUSTOM FADERS: SUBMASTERS ]

Create a Custom Fader Group containing your Submasters and use the
Map function to contribute analog color or harmonic saturation with your
favorite plug-in from the channel faders.
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[ WORKING WITH GROUPS ]

To create a quick group of tracks and place them in
a Custom View do the following:
Select the channels to include, press the Group button from the
Management section and choose Edit, Mix or Both from the Soft Keys
matrix.

To recall a group simply press the Groups button from the Custom Fader
Controls then press the Soft Key for the group you want to access.

mac

win

control
windows

To show only the members of a chosen group simply press
control (windows) while pressing the Soft Key for that group.

To display groups on the channelstrip encoders in a matrix style view simply hold down the
Groups button from the Custom Fader Controls until it flashes. From this view groups can be
easily recalled or enabled/disabled. Press the flashing Groups button to exit out of this mode.
INDEX

[ VCA MASTERS FOR TRACKING ]

T E C H NI Q U E S

VCA Masters can be incredibly valuable by helping manage functions for a moderate to large
tracking session. Not only do the Custom VCA Master views provide you with valuable
feedback on group and individual metering, but they also provide control over input
monitoring, tracking arming, and selection.
mac

To Record enable all members of a group controlled by a VCA Master press
option (alt) while pressing the Rec button on the chosen VCA.

option
alt

win

mac

win

To toggle the input status of all members of a group controlled by a VCA
Master press option (alt) while pressing the Input button on the chosen VCA.

option
alt

To Record enable some of the members of a group controller by a VCA Master press the
Byp•Spil button to spill out the members of the group in a Custom Fader View. Next press
Rec on the desired channels. Press the Tracks button to return back to display all of your
VCA Masters. Now pressing the Rec button the this VCA will only track arm the channels
chosen previously during the spill.
INDEX

[ AUTOMATION MODES ]

AU TO M AT I O N

WRITE: Destructive automation mode. If globals are not disabled writing will
burn through ALL automation playlists!
TOUCH: When the fader or encoder is released after writing the parameter will match
back to the previously printed value based on the preference called Match Time.
LATCH: When the fader or encoder is released after writing the parameter will stay at the
current value until the transport is stopped or the user matches out of automation.
LATCH/TOUCH: Hybrid mode - Faders behave in Touch mode and all rotary
encoders behave in Latch mode.
READ: All automation playlists are replayed in Read mode. No automation can be
written in this mode.
OFF: Automation playlist data is not played back in Off mode.
INDEX
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[ AUTOMATION INDICATORS ]

No parameters have been enabled for
automation on this plug-in.
ffd26B

Some or all parameters have been
automation enabled for this plug-in.
ffd26B

Some parameters have been enabled to be automated
and the channel is in an automation mode ready to write.
ffd26B

Flashing red on the center automation LED indicates
that automation is currently being written on parameters
within this plug-in.
ffd26B

The Automation globals section will show what parameters are being written
on the entire desk by flashing those parameter buttons during a write pass.
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[ AUTOMATION ENABLING ]
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win

+

control

option

command

control

windows
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To enable all parameters for a plug-in simply touch the encoder
showing the insert while holding all three modifiers: control
option command (control windows alt).

To enable parameters for the focused plug-in in the Dynamics or
EQ section simply press the Auto button and tap the encoders
for the parameters you want to enable.

+

To change the automation mode of several channels
simply hold the desired automation mode button
and press Select on the channels you want to add.

It is also possible to select a number of channels, press Do To Sel
the press the automation mode button of your choice from the
Auto Mode (Touch) section to toggle the selected to that mode.
INDEX

[ PREVIEW, CAPTURE & SNAPSHOTS ]

Pan LR

AU TO M AT I O N

Under the Actions menu of the Soft Keys the Preview automation
function is located. When enabled, any parameters on channels in
an automation write mode that are touched flash green to indicate
they are isolated and can be freely manipulated without fighting the
existing automation. Every parameter that is tweaked in Preview
mode is cached into a buffer that can be toggled on and off with
the Preview Suspnd function. To apply the tweaked parameters
simply press Punch Preview and all of the isolated values will be
punched in.
The Snapshot menu of the Soft Keys features 48
automation snapshots as well as the Capture and Punch
Capture functions. Automation parameters that are
tweaked (possibly while in Preview) can be dumped into a
capture buffer by pressing the Captre button. If one of the
Snap buttons is held down for a few seconds the
contents of the current Capture will be stored in the
chosen snapshot. Double press the new Snap1 button to
bring up a naming dialogue to rename it.
To punch in the currently stored snapshot simply press
Snap1 and then Punch Captre to recall and punch the
chosen snapshot.
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[ JOIN & AUTOJOIN ]

AU TO M AT I O N

After finishing a previous automation pass the Join button will
be lit up in the Automation section of the Soft Keys to indicate
that a Join function can be performed. Join will automatically
punch in all of the parameters that were writing during the last
automation pass. If Join is pressed with the transport stopped
and Latch Prime on Stop is enabled all the previously writing
parameters will be primed.

Auto Join can be engaged from the Modes button of the Automation Soft
Keys. When enabled Pro Tools will draw a red line through the timeline at
the location where the transport was stopped when automation was last
writing. If the transport is rolled back when the playhead reaches the red
line all of the previously writing automation parameters on the channel(s)
will automatically be punched back in.
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[ WRITE TO ALL, START, END, PUNCH, OR NEXT ]

+

AWrtTo

Start

AWrtTo

Punch

AWrtTo

All

AWrtTo

End

AWrtTo

Next

Auto

Join

Use the Jog Wheel with the Mark In, Mark Out buttons
to define a selection which will constrain the Write To
function.
INDEX

[ MATCHING OUT OF AUTOMATION ]
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AU TO M AT I O N

+

Pressing command (control) + channel auto button will match
out of volume automation on that channel only.

+

Pressing command (control) + any channel view button (Pan,
Sends, Inserts) will match out of those individual automation
types. Pressing a channel’s auto button will match out of all
parameters currently writing on that channel.

+

Pressing command (control) + an automation type button will
match out of all channels currently writing those parameters
globally.

The Auto Match button located in the Soft Keys Management section
will match out of all currently writing automation on all channels based
on the Match Time Preference.
INDEX
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[ TRIM AUTOMATION ]

There is a dedicated Trim Volume automation playlist independent of the
channel volume. This allows you to work on the trim playlist to fine tune
the individual volume automation moves. Simply press Trim while in an
automation write mode (such as Latch or Touch) to automate in trim.
If the automation preference TmCols is set to Manual after writing an automation
pass in Trim you will see a composite set of breakpoints where black is the channel
volume automation, gold is the trim automation and the resultant is show in blue.
By selecting the channel and pressing Colesc TrmAtm under the Soft Keys Actions
menu you can apply the effect of the trim on the channel automation. It is also
possible to clear the trim automation by pressing Clear TrmAtm.

INDEX

[ COALESCE VCA AUTOMATION ]
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When volume automation is displayed on the tracks assigned to a group
and controlled by a VCA Master you will see a composite set of
breakpoints where black is the channel volume automation and a blue
curve represents the resultant of the VCA Master on the group members.

By selecting the desired channel(s) and pressing Colesc VCAAtm under
the Soft Keys Action menu you can apply the effect of the VCA Master on
the individual channels. After the coalesce function is applied the VCA
Master will be set back to unity so another pass can be performed.
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[ SETTING UP A HEADPHONE CUE ] 1/2
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Select channels to be included in the headphone cue mix by pressing and holding
one channel’s Select button while pressing other channel’s Select buttons to add to
the selection. (Ensure that the Select/Focus toggle on the channelstrip master is
currently set to Select.)

Double press Do to Sel button until it begins to flash. Press the
Send view button on any of the selected channels.

Choose the send encoder (A-J) where you want to add the send on one
of the selected channels and press the encoder’s Sel button. Use the
encoder to dial through the assignment options: first Interface or Bus,
then scroll through the available paths and assign your cue (ex: CUE A)
by hitting the Sel button.
INDEX

[ SETTING UP A HEADPHONE CUE ] 2/2
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Press the Sel button for the Cue Send on any of the selected channels.
All of the send levels will be dropped down to the faders.
Press the BMP button on any of the selected channels to turn on Send
Pan Follows Main Pan (FMP).

Press the Send view button on one of the selected channel’s view modes to
get back to a standard sends view.
Turn off the flashing Do to Sel by pressing its button under the Globals
section.
Bring up the Actions menu under the Soft Keys and press the Copy
To Send button to bring up the copy dialogue. Hit enter to accept
the default settings (copy current value & volume) or change to the
appropriate send letter and hit enter.
INDEX

[ PREVIEW & SNAPSHOT AUTOMATION ]
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Enable Preview mode by pressing the Actions button in the Soft Keys
section and then press Preview.

+

+

Enable Latch Automation mode for all channels to be included in the
automation pass.

Define an Edit Selection by holding the Jog Wheel & Mark In, Mark
Out buttons. (Optionally enable Loop Playback)
Make adjustments to encoders and faders on the enabled channels,
toggle Preview Suspend to A/B and compare the current values with
the previous. To apply the tweaked parameters over the time range
hit Punch Preview then Write to All. To abort changes simply turn
Preview mode off.

INDEX

[ LATCH PRIME & SNAPSHOT AUTOMATION ]
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Enable Latch Prime on Stop in the Automation Preferences of Soft Keys
section by pressing LchStp to On.

Enable Latch Automation mode for all channels to be included in the
automation pass by holding the master Latch button and pressing
the channel’s Select buttons.

+

Define an Edit Selection by holding the Jog Wheel & Mark In,
Mark Out buttons.

+

Make adjustments to encoders and faders on the enabled
channels, hit Auto Write to All to write the tweaked parameters
only over the time range defined.
Pan LR
INDEX
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[ CAPTURE ALL & LATCH PRIME ]

Make sure the Latch Prime on Stop automation
preference is turned on. See the Latch Prime workflow
for more info.

Enable Latch Automation mode for all channels to be
included in the snapshot. See Automation Enabling for
more info.

Make adjustments to encoders and faders on the enabled channels. To keep the values
unchanged simply touch a fader to prime it for automation.
Pan LR

Press the Snap button under the Soft Keys Management section to
access the Snapshot functions.
To capture all parameters on all channels hold option (alt) while pressing
the Captre button.
To capture all parameters on only the selected channels hold shift option
(shift alt) while pressing the Captre button.
To store this capture into a Snapshot simply hold down the softkey for an
available Snapshot location (Snap1) for a few seconds until it displays
“saved”.
Double press the Snap1 softkey to rename the snapshot entry.
INDEX
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[ MORPHING SNAPSHOTS ]

Recall a previously created Snapshot by pressing
Snapshot from the Soft Keys menu and pressing
Snap1 then Punch Captre. Make sure Latch Prime on
Stop is enabled and channels are in Latch mode.

+

Define an in and out selection with the Mark In and Mark Out buttons and
Jog Wheel spanning all of the tracks included in the snapshot and for the
desired length of the timeline.

Press the All button under the Auto Write to section
to write Snapshot1 to the selected range.

+

Recall Snapshot2 by pressing
Snap2 then Punch Captre.

Now define another selection on the same
tracks within the previous selection the length
of which will determine the time for the morph.

Press the Gld To AllEna key under Modes to Glide
to All Enabled Parameters.
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[ BNKJUS, ROTARY & CFJUS ]
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BnkJus stands for Bank Justification which determines how
channels in a normal view are displayed on the console.
Left: Justified to Left most fader module
Center Left: Justified to Left of the Main Module
Center Right: Justified to Right of the Main Module
Right: Justified to Right most fader module.
Rotary stands for Rotary Encoder Mode which determines the
responsiveness of the encoder knobs.
Fixed: Fixed mode operates at normal resolution
Vel-Sl: Slow Velocity acceleration
Vel-Md: Medium Velocity acceleration
Vel-Fa: Fast Velocity acceleration
Fine: Fixed mode set at fine resolution
CF Jus stands for Custom Fader Justification which
determines how channels in a Custom Fader view are
displayed on the console.
Left: Justified to Left most fader module
Center Left: Justified to Left of the Main Module
Center Right: Justified to Right of the Main Module
Right: Justified to Right most fader module.
INDEX

[ ENCOD, PIDEF & FCSTRP ]
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Encod stands for Encoder Order which determines whether Inserts,
Sends & Pan Controls will be displayed Top-Bottom or Bottom-Top
on the channel encoders.

PIDef stands for Plug-In View Definition which determines the
view of Plug-In parameters in the Custom Fader Section.
Expand: Master Bypass, Compare, Auto Safe & Auto Enable
Name: Displays the Focused Track and Plug-In Name
Faders: Faders stay in Normal View while Encoders are custom

FCStrp stands for Focus Channel Strip which determines
whether focusing a channel also places a duplicate of the
focused channel on the last channel of the main unit.
INDEX

[ CFPLUG, APTRGT, CHANWN ]
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These three preferences determine the number of channels
allocated for the specific Custom Fader Views:
Plug-Ins, Groups & Track Types:
CFPlug: Custom Plug-ins View - from 4 to 40 faders
CFGrp: Custom Groups View - from 4 to 40 faders
CFType: Custom Track Types View - from 4 to 40 faders

ApTrgt stands for Target Track from Application which
determines whether selecting a Send or Insert from the Pro
Tools UI focuses its track on the console.

ChanWn stands for Channel Window Display which determines
whether displaying plug-in or send pan parameters opens the
corresponding window in the Pro Tools UI.

INDEX

[ SELECT, SOLOFC & 2KBPAN ]
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Select stands for Select Switch Latch Mode which determines
whether channel select buttons follow latching or non-latching
(exclusive-or) behavior.

SoloFC stands for Solo Focus. When engaged, this preference
enables tracks to also be Focused when their Solo is engaged.

2KbPan stands for 2 Knob Pan. When engaged, this preference
links both the Front and Rear positions of the surround panner. This
allows 2 knobs (X & Y) to position an element in the surround field.

INDEX

[ TCHVAL & BRDCST ]
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TchVal stands for Touch Value of Displays. The options for this preference
include:
ON: All Faders and Encoders switch to show values when touched.
OFF: All Faders and Encoders do not switch to show values when touched.
NoVol: Only encoders switch to show values when touched, not faders.

Brdcst stands for Broadcast Mode which, when engaged,
prevents the AFL and PFL solo modes from changing the XMON
Control Room Input Source.

INDEX

[ CUSTOM FADER TRACKS ]
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Press the Operation button under the Soft Keys to access the primary
console preferences.

CFTrks stands for Custom Fader Tracks. If this preference is set to
ShwHdn, regardless of their show/hide state, tracks in the session will
be displayed when accessed from a Custom Tracks view.

One example of a workflow using this preference is to intentionally hide all of the VCA Master
Tracks in your session. By using the Custom Tracks view (with the CFTrks preference set to
ShwHdn) you can still access your VCA Masters and perform all necessary functions including
spill and coalesce. Hiding tracks like these serves to clean up and simplify your session template.

INDEX

[ LINK TRACK SELECTION & EDIT TIMELINE ]
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Trk/Ed stands for Link Track and Edit Selection. If this preference is enabled the edit insertion cursor can be
dumped onto the edit timeline on any track by simply pressing the channel’s Select button. If a selection has
been defined it can be moved to another track by simply pressing that track’s Select button. The selection can
be extended by selecting multiple channels.
INDEX

[ IMPORTING & EXPORTING PLUG-IN MAP FILES ]
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Once a custom plug-in map has been created for one or several plug-ins in the session the
map database can be exported by pressing the Operation button under Soft Keys and then
Import PIMaps or Export PIMaps. Digidesign has already created 4 channel and 8 channel
maps for all associated Digidesign plug-ins.

INDEX

[ FADERS, FILLCF & FILBNK ]
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Faders stands for Faders On/Off. This preference can be set to
OFF to prevent fader movement during a critical listening
session.

FillCF stands for Always Fill Custom Faders when Banking.
Enables the use of all available custom faders when
banking. Does not leave any blank channel strips.

FilBnk stands for Always Fill Channel Strips when
Banking. Enables the use of all available faders on the
console when banking. Does not leave any blank
channel strips.
INDEX

[ CHANPI, ASNMTX, MTXJST ]
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ChanPI stands for Channel Strip Editing for Plug-Ins.
When enabled displays plug-in parameters directly on
the channel encoders.

AsnMtx stands for Assign Matrix Enable. Determines
whether Assign Matrix or normal Assign mode is used
for assigning Inserts, Sends, Inputs and Outputs.

MtxJst stands for Matrix Select Area Justification.
Determines whether Assign Matrix rows are arranged
from Top to Bottom or Bottom to Top on the encoders.
INDEX

[ PICLMN, IOCLMN & MTXLCK ]
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PIClmn stands for Plug-In Menu Column Width.
Determines the number of plug-in names displayed per
row in the Assign Matrix.

IOClmn stands for I/O Menu Column Width.
Determines the number of I/O labels displayed per row
in the Assign Matrix.

MtxLck stands for Assign Matrix Lock. Determines
whether the Assign Matrix is locked by default or
needs to be put into lock mode manually.
INDEX

[ ENCVCA & LRNTCH ]
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EncVCA stands for VCA Encoder Display. Determines
whether VCA slave track controls are displayed when
viewing VCA Masters on the console.

LrnTch stands for Learn Touch Mode. Determines
whether the encoders and switches on the console are
active or not when Learn Mode is engaged for a plugin.

INDEX

[ MATCH TIME & GLIDE TIME ]
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The automation preference Match Time is adjusted with the Jog Wheel and determines the time it takes to
exit out of writing automation and return back to the previously printed automation values on disk when a
match function is performed.

The automation preference Glide Time is adjusted with the Jog Wheel and determines the time it
takes to move smoothly between pan positions when the pan mode is set to Auto Glide.

INDEX

[ LATCH PRIME ON STOP ]
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The automation preference LchStp when enabled allows specific automation parameters on Latch
enabled tracks to be “primed for automation” by simply touching the appropriate encoder or fader.
Parameters that have been primed show a flashing red center LED. When the transport is started
automation will begin writing on only the primed parameters on the associated tracks.

ffd26B

See the Workflow examples like Latch Prime & Snapshot Automation for an
application of this preference.

INDEX

[ PLGAUT, AUTCLS & TMCOLS ]
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The automation preference PlgAut, when set to “On”, automatically enables all parameters for
automation when a plug-in is instantiated.
AutCls, when set to “On”, will automatically coalesce VCA slaves when they are removed from their
associated group.
The automation preference TmCols determines when Trim automation is coalesced and applied to the
channel volume automation. EveryP automatically coalesces the trim automation after the pass stops.
OnExit only coalesces the automation when the channel is taken out of Trim mode. Manual does not
automatically coalesce automation. Independent Trim automation can be written and coalesced when the
operator chooses to by selecting the channel(s) and pressing Colesc TrmAtm from the Actions menu of the
Soft Keys. See Trim Automation for more detail on coalescing Trim automation.

INDEX

[ MMTTCH, STDVCA, WRTWRN ]
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MmtTch stands for Latching Behavior for Switched
Controls in Touch. Enables / Disables Latching
behavior for Switched Controls in Touch.

StdVCA stands for Standard VCA Logic for Group
Attributes. Enables / Disables Standard VCA Logic for
Group Attributes.

WrtWrn stands for Suppress Automation "Write To"
Warnings. Enables / Disables Automation "Write To"
warnings.
INDEX

[ PANLNK, SNDTRM & CTLUND ]
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PanLnk stands for Use Absolute Pan Linking. Toggles
the preference that determines the behavior of pan
controls in grouped tracks: relative or absolute.

SndTrm stands for Include Sends in Trim Mode.
Determines whether Send Faders also go into Trim
Mode along with the Main Volume.

CtlUnd stands for Include Control Changes in the
Undo Queue. Determines whether changes to the
mixer and parameter values appear in the Undo
queue. Example: changing a fader volume level.
INDEX
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[ SNDMTR, INSMTR & VCAMTR ]

SndMtr stands for Send Meters. Toggles send
metering on the channel rotary encoders.

InsMtr stands for Insert Meters. Toggles plug-in
metering on the channel rotary encoders.

VCAMtr stands for VCA Meters. Toggles metering
of VCA slaves on the channel rotary encoders.

INDEX

[ METERS, CTRMTR & REFLVL ]
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Meters stands for Metering Preference. Toggles
channel metering between pre-fader and post-fader.

CtrMtr stands for Center Meters. Toggles the 8channel meter display on the Main Unit meter bridge
between main output levels and the focused track.

RefLvl stands for Reference Level. Draws tick
marks on the console meter bridge to help
monitor program material reference to a specific
level.
INDEX

[ GAIN REDUCTION CHANNEL METERING ]
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The metering preference GRChan when enabled allows gain reduction
(or expansion or gating) for dynamics plug-ins to be displayed on the
meter bridge with downward firing amber LED segments.
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